
Home Learning Grid 

Week beginning: 20th April 2020 

Class name: Caterpillar 

Teacher’s weekly message:  Hi everyone. Just a quick message to let you know that I am thinking of you all and I am missing your smiling faces very much. My 

days feel very strange, they're a lot quieter and much slower than our days in Nursery! I hope that you have all had a lovely Easter 

and have managed to make the most of the beautiful sunshine. Usually, around this time of year, we would be looking at changes in 

the environment, spending a lot of time in our Nursery grounds, planting and growing. I spent most of last week tidying up my 

garden, cutting the grass and hedges and turning over the soil. I wonder if any of you have been helping at home with the 

gardening? I know how much you all like to dig in the mud! For now, safety comes first, but I am looking forward to the day we can 

fill Nursery with fun and laughter again. For now, take care and continue to enjoy making memories at home with your family, I 

can't wait to hear your stories and tales! Mrs Jameson. 

This grid will give you some ideas of activities you can do at home. Try and complete one activity from each section (column) every day (Mon- Fri).  

English Maths Wider Curriculum Family Fun 
Make the letters s a t out of 

cardboard.  Get some paint and use 

your cardboard to do some printing. 

Practise your number recognition, 

write numbers from 1-10 on small 

pieces of paper and stick them up on a 

wall. Using a nerf gun/ fly swatter or 

even just your hand, hit the number 

your grown up shouts out!   

Spring time is here! Why not have a go at 

painting daffodils or another flower? You 

may have some in your garden you could 

paint. 

Draw a picture of your family.  Can you 

draw eyes, nose, a mouth and ears for 

everyone? 

Ask an adult to read your book for at 

least ten minutes.  Tell someone about 

what has happened.  Draw a picture of 

one of the characters. 

Find 3 objects in your house and order 

them by height. Can you use the 

correct vocabulary? Tallest, taller, 

shortest, shorter. 

Play dress up and wear a costume of your 

favourite character.  Do they sing any 

songs?   

Snuggle up and watch your favourite 

movie with your family!  Talk to the 

about it afterwards and draw a picture. 

Draw some farmyard animals.  Ask a 

grown up to draw some speech bubbles 

and tell them what each animal says. 

Count how many steps there are in 

your house.  Try and say the numbers 

every time you go up or down them. 

Learn a new nursery rhyme and perform 

it to your family. 

Create an assault course to complete 

with your family! Who can finish it in 

the quickest time? 

Practice writing the first letter of 

your name as many times as you can.  

You could do some big ones, some 

small ones and some colourful ones. 

Watch 10 little dinosaurs on youtube.  

This will help you with your counting 

and it is a great song that your grown 

ups will love! 

Go for a nature walk and collect 

different things from the environment.  

Stick these on a piece of paper to make a 

picture. 

Help with household chores e.g. washing 

up, feeding the pet or putting the 

clothes in the washing machine. 

Watch an episode of alphablocks on 

youtube.  Which sounds can you learn? 

This week’s number is 3.  Can you find 

3 of the same objects?  Draw 3 

butterflies? Make 3 cupcakes? 

Use paint to try to paint on different 

materials (plastic, paper, wood, glass).  

What happens to the colour/ paint? 

Hide teddies around the garden and go 

on a bear hunt to find them all. 

 


